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There's something going on in every corner of London - wherever you travel across the capital, our essential guide has 

you covered 

Fitzrovia 

Joining in the design week fun for the first time this year, Fitzrovia 's established and new design influencers such as 

Heal 's, West Elm, Fritz Hansen, Habitat and Arun will all be holding events. Look out for Flint - a new limited edition 

collection of terrazzo furniture and objects by ,!Qyce Wang Studio (above) and an exhibition celebrating London's most 

pioneering females and the spaces in which they create at Heals. 

King's Cross 

The newly announced design route in Kings Cross draws upon the area's impressive and rapidly expanding flock of 

creative businesses. Tom Dixon will host Electroanalogue - a gathering of digital innovations in the brand's new HQ. 

district has a busy programme of events during the week. Highlights include Viaduct's group show 'Common Sense' 

featuring Ilse Crawford (Studioilse), Farah Ebrahimi (el5), Nani Marquina, Nina Maso (Santa & Cole) and Fien Muller 

(Muller Van Severen), who will each demonstrate how they strip the process of design back to its primordial roots. 

Meanwhile Hostmaker - a home rental management company - will install a pop-up 'Open House' that will play host 

to live craft demonstrations from local makers, as well as design-focused workshops and talks. 

Mayfair 

With a focus on contemporary, collectible lighting and furniture, Mayfair's well-heeled venues will be showcasing 

limited edition design during the Festival. Galerie Patrick Seguin will present the work of mid-twentieth century French 

designer Jean Royere, while at sketch, Matter of Stuff will present an edible design experience with 'Cocktail 

Atmospheres', where new lighting and furniture by a host of international talents will be served up alongside matching 

cocktails. 

Regent Street and St James 

Also making its debut for 2018, is the Regents Street and St James design district. The area takes in highlights such as 

Fortnum & Mason's Landmark Project, Bottletop, the world's first 3D printed store, and Showcase, a new store in 

Regents Street that's dedicated to discovering the best new design talent. For Showcase's festival debut, the store will 

partner with recent Royal College of Art graduates, Renata Brenha and Kathleen Reilly, to create a conceptual window 

installation. 
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